Recently on one of my many (seemingly never-ending) webinars, the speaker began by talking about the “vortex of crises” we are living in. Between the global pandemic and the uprising in search of racial justice, our nation truly is in a double vortex. In some ways, it feels like what was up is now down. Change swirls about us rapidly—and the minute you get used to one change, it changes again. Life is very disordered.

Together with the senior leadership team, it’s my job to put some order in our disorder. We have done this with our response to the COVID-19 pandemic. March was long days of confusion and more questions than answers. By April, it was business-not-quite-as-usual, but fully functioning. We adapted and persevered, and I am so proud and grateful to our entire staff for that. And by May 26, when the IDPH came knocking, we passed the Infection Control Survey with ZERO deficiencies.

Now we need to put more order in our disorder about racial injustice. Our statement is a first step. The formation of our Diversity and Inclusion Council is another. When we announced the intent to form this Council in mid-June, we quickly had more volunteers to serve than spaces on the Council. That’s a very good sign, and I am so grateful for those listed below who will serve.

We’ve also made the tough decision to cancel all of our in-person fundraisers and events for the remainder of the year. While we so miss connecting with you, we are following the Phase 4 restrictions which do not allow gatherings of more than 50 people.

We thank you for your past and future support as sponsors, donors and participants of our annual events and look forward to seeing you all again in 2021. Some alternative and virtual events are being planned and you will receive details as they become available.

Everyone asks what they can do in lieu of the fundraisers. I humbly ask you consider a gift to our spring appeal. Monies raised through this campaign will be used to fund our increased need for bereavement services to support people who were impacted by COVID-19 deaths. The easiest way to donate is to go to joliethospice.org or use the enclosed envelope and specify “appeal.”

With all good wishes for continued good health, Mary K. Sheehan RN, MSN, MBA, C.E.O.
### Bereavement Support

**Spousal Partner Loss**
August 6, September 3
1:30-3 p.m. or 6-7:30 p.m.

**General Loss (afternoon)**
August 14, September 11
1:30-3 p.m.

**General Loss (evening)**
July 16, August 20, September 17
6-7:30 p.m.

**Peace of the Heart Virtual Kids Camp**
July 20-23, 2020

**Pet Loss Memorial**
July 30
6-7:30 p.m.

**In the Wake of Covid Workshop**
July 22, August 26, September 23
6-7:30 p.m.

For more details and to register for these groups or events, contact 815-460-3282 or visit JolietHospice.org.

### Volunteer Update

During the outbreak, JACH reached out to our volunteers to make masks for our staff. They came through with flying colors. Not only colors, but florals, and checked, and geometric patterns. This gesture helped keep our staff in PPEs and brighten their day by choosing their favorites designs.

### Hospice Home Construction Update

Where has all the water gone? If you’ve been past our facility lately, you may wonder what has happened to the pond. It is currently being expanded and underground utilities are being installed to accommodate the new addition.

Construction work is moving fast on the new addition. The exterior shell is coming together nicely. The roof trusses, roof sheathing and shingle roofing have all been installed. There has been extensive plumbing and ductwork installed throughout the addition, and the new windows have been installed in the new solarium room.

In the existing building, the remodeling work has begun in the east side of the existing building for the new laundry room, maintenance office, commercial kitchen, staff lunch room and physical therapy room.

Soon, the brick and stone will be laid, new patios doors will be installed and the interior spaces will be finished. By late fall, the addition and first phase of remodeling work should be completed. Continue to follow us on Facebook to see photos and aerial views of the project.

### Accentuate the Positive

As COVID-19 invaded our world, staff at JACH was determined to find the positive and made things happen:

- Bereavement services created virtual workshops including supporting people with COVID-19 related deaths.
- The First Mother’s Day Brunch went virtual and a beautiful song by the music therapists was created from the participants sharing.
- Music therapists gave songs new lyrics, sang songs and had a music request forum to bring joy to staff.
- JACH staff took part of the Nursing Home week parade, passing by local nursing homes to show staff and residents our support.
- Field staff came to the office and helped in new roles while administrative staff worked from home.
- Volunteers and staff made masks for staff, patients and families.

- Social Distancing fundraiser was held with fun t-shirts to support JACH.
- Telehealth capabilities were available immediately. Facetime was offered to patients to connect with loved ones who could not visit. We were ready for this when most hospices were not!
- Art therapy hosted a virtual art show to encourage staff to use art to relieve stress.
- Townhall meetings took place on Zoom for leadership to keep staff informed and updated.
- PPE supplies were made readily available for clinical staff to receive as needed.
- Adaptations were made at the Hospice Home to provide safety for all patients including those with COVID and the staff caring for them.
- Administrative staff learned how to work at home, decreasing their commute time. And our pets love having us home!
- We were reminded how important the face to face time is and have learned to appreciate people more. Gratitude!
- Our Clinical Educator became versed in CDC/IDPH guidelines. We then had an announced IDPH Infection Control Survey for Covid-19, with no deficiencies found!
- Our HR Directors interpreted new employment laws related to Covid.
- We purchased smart phones to give to patients to facilitate telehealth and visits with loved ones.
- Volunteers are “pen-pals” to patients.

### Telehealth at JACH

Teledicine—the use of technology for health care has allowed for uninterrupted care of hospice and palliative patients of Joliet Area Community Hospice throughout the outbreak of COVID-19.

Using a HIPAA-compliant platform, case managers monitor patients for a contactless video visit when appropriate. Staff check in regularly and provide support for the patient and his or her family. If a smart phone is not accessible to the patient, JACH can provide one to facilitate connection.

Tapcloud, JACH health platform, allows for the patient or caregiver to do a “check in” of how they are feeling compared to the day before. Using the easy-to-navigate app, patients can choose from a list of adjectives to click on to help describe how they are feeling as well as rate their pain on a numeric scale. That information immediately gives the team an alert to do follow up. Tapcloud allows pictures and video calls to be done securely as well.

Not only does this help with the physical care but it also provides human interaction and contact that is so important at this time. Each contact, whether face-to-face or via Tapcloud is a much needed positive human connection. This is especially important for when social distancing has resulted in social isolation.
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